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This 11-CD set is the most in-depth and comprehensive audio presentation on the teachings of the

Non-Physical Intelligence known as Abraham.Ã‚Â  Facilitated by Esther Hicks in collaboration with

her husband, Jerry, Abraham leads workshop participants on a Ã¢â‚¬Å“Voyage of

DiscoveryÃ¢â‚¬Â• during a 2005 Alaskan cruise. This CD collection runs over ten hours and is ideal

for study, sharing, and group discussion! Ã‚Â 
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New York Times best-selling authors Esther and Jerry Hicks produce the Leading Edge

Abraham-Hicks teachings on the art of allowing our natural Well-Being to come forth. Law of

AttractionÃ‚Â workshops held in up to 60 cities per year inspire a regular flow of Abraham books,

CDs, and DVDs.

Hi, I am still listening to these, there are many, so at home, in the car, I believe these were from

2005, but really, all of them are good. I have not found one yet that was disappointing. do as I did,

read the reviews, form your own opinion. I am not sorry I ordered this one, lots of CDs, I think 11

and I just started listening to them. Lots of content, and I will listen more than once, I take away

something each time. For a new listener, sometimes these can be a bit deep, at least to me, so if

you can borrow or rent one, do that and see what you think. I get it now, thankfully, and feel so

much better. Topics discussed on these CDs hit home, at least some of them. I have learned to

much.I hope you found this review helpful, thank you



You will need to have a note book to take notes down. I would stop it, take some notes and start

again. Really nice that way. It takes a while to hear all they have to say, so I made it a special time

to hear the tapes. Such great information for living a good life and getting all you can out of life. Tells

you how to get over your hardships and live a happy life. The Teachings of Abraham is like having

the hand of God to guide you.Loved the Cd and everyone should order them and hear this great

message. This would make a great birthday gift or Christmas gift. So glad I got them and I hear

them over and over, getting more out of them each time. They are a great blessing.

If you're a fan of the Abraham-Hicks works, you will love this CD set.If you're new to their work, let

me give you a little background. Ester Hicks channels a group of entities called Abraham, which

means these entities speak through her. Some time ago, she and her husband had become

interested in meditation, and because she has a quiet mind naturally, they (the group called

Abraham) were eventually able to communicate through her. At first they actually moved her head,

and were writing with her nose. If you're interested in more of their history I

recommendÃ‚Â Introducing Abraham - The Secret Behind "The Secret".Abraham is surprisingly

funny. They focus a lot on love, attraction and manifestation. They give the example that you get a

big American Express bill in the mail, and you say "I need more money." And the universe says

"okay." But then you go on to say, "I don't have enough money to pay this bill. The people next door

have more money than I do. They probably inherited it, those lazy bums." And as you continue to

beat the drum of "I don't have..." The universe says, "Okay" to that too. So it is very important to

control our thoughts, as the universe will send us what we ask for.Abraham explains how, the better

it gets, the better it gets. Because when things are going well, we expect them to continue to go

well. This expectation creates what they call "a vibrational escrow" because what we ask the

universe for does have a delay in time, hence the escrow. So every thought and feeling we have

builds this escrow for us.One way to repeat a success or a positive experience is to remember how

it felt, because that reactivates the vibration. They do talk about the concept of living in the moment,

and say it is okay to think about the past, and the future. The important thing to remember is the

thoughts we're having right now, whatever they are, are creating our escrow, so hopefully they are

positive ones.On relationships, Abraham explains how you need to focus on what you like about the

person, even if it is only one thing, not the numerous things you would like to change about that

person. Because by focusing on what you like about that person will cause only that aspect to

manifest, not the other areas (which actually are things that we are attracting too).This particular CD



set was recorded on an Alaskan cruise, where they bring along students, and they get to sit in the

"hot seat" and ask questions of Abraham. If you're looking for specific practical answers, like what

herbs to take cure to a specific disease, that is not Abraham's way. But Abraham does give lots of

loving, sometimes humorous advice that reminds us that we are masters of our own destinies.

There was some good stuff on this. I like having 11 CDs because I feel like there is a great amount

of material for me to chew on. I often use these recordings just to keep myself from thinking my own

thoughts or I use them when I don't have the inclination to actively work to get to a better feeling

place so instead I will put these on and let Abe get me to a better feeling place. Great price for this

much Abe material. You should get this.

At 47 I'm finally finding some peace in my life due to these CDs. If you forgot that you were already

in charge of your own life, then these CDs are for you. Esther Hicks channels Abraham, a

non-physical group of teachers, who answers questions that average folks ask during an Abraham

workshop. These folks are trying to live the Abraham awarenesses in everyday life -- they are no

different than you and me. I find the set totally illuminating, uplifting, and wonderous. I can't say that

I can master everything they speak to (heck, I'm human and have been living habitual thinking

patterns for many lifetimes) but I know that what I'm hearing on these CDs is a way I want to think

and live more and more.I also have the 5-CD abridged set called "The Law of Attraction" -- also very

good.

I was hoping it would be a little less repetitive with the questions, and some of the questions asked

and answered got very standard after a while where I already knew what the answer would be and

just wanted to shout "DUH, have you been listening???" to some of the people on the cd asking

questions. I loved the cds that came with the many books I have purchased, and the humor is great

for those who aren't as patient with the boring cds out there that preach "self help". I listen to many

of the cds I have repeatedly, and this is a good series but couldn't sit through it over and over like

the others.

I never tire of listening to Abraham. I don't understand the whole channeling thing but I have seen

Ester Hicks change and a different voice and different demeanor come out. I have collected their

workshop DVD's for many years now.. This is a set of audio CD's of another workshop done on a

ship cruise to Alaska. This was a particularly good workshop full of many good questions for



Abraham. So much was covered and Abraham put it together a little differently. It just seemed to

really click with me when I listened to this set of CD's. I look forward to purchasing more products

from Abraham..
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